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Teacher preparation. — Preparation for elementary
teaching is furnished through the primary normal schools
(ecoles normales primaires). As already seen (pp. 457 £.),
France has long undertaken to provide one of these schools
for men and another for women in each of the ninety
"departments," but in two instances a smaller department
has combined with another for this purpose. Though the
state supports and controls these normal schools, the build-
ings have to be furnished and maintained by the depart-
ments. Each normal school is managed by a director, a
business manager (econome}, and a faculty, but all of them
are controlled by an administrative board, composed of
an academy inspector (see p. 459) and six other members
— four appointed by the rector of the academy and two
by the general council of the department.
These institutions are all boarding schools, but may
receive semi-boarding or even day pupils. Admission is
obtained through a written and oral examination based on
the work of the higher elementary schools and is com-
petitive, the number of students to be admitted being
determined by the probable vacant teaching positions to
be filled. The course is three years in length,1 and includes
much liberal material, as well as professional studies*
Practice work is carried on in a school connected with the
normal school or in a local school assigned for the purpose.
The teachers for these department normal schools are
prepared in two higher normal schools (ecoles normales
primaires sup&rieures) maintained by the state at Fonte-
nay-aux-Roses and Saint Cloud (see p. 458).
i By a decree of October 30,1935, the period in the normal schools was to be
reduced to two years, and the age for entering raised by increasing the time
required for receiving the higher certificate of elementary education in the
higher elementary schools, or for entering from a secondary school, but the
decree has not yet been put into operation.

